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The purpose of this paper is to consider the motion of an inviscid incom- 
pressible fluid over a sloping bottom. Let U, p be the velocity and the 
pressure of the fluid, g be the gravitational acceleration vector and p0 be 
the atmospheric pressure. The motion of the fluid is described by the 
equations 
~+(u.V)u+Vp=g. V-u=0 in Q,, 
P=P~ onr,, u.v=O on rs,ufh, O<t< T, 
and 
4x, 0) = uo(x) in Q=Q,. 
The domain occupied by the fluid at the time t is Q,, the free surface is 
f ,, the ocean floor is fh and r,, is the continential shelf. The initial domain 
52 is 
{x: - 00 <x, < co, 0 <x* < co, 0 < fjs(xz) <x3 < cj(x*)}. 
The unknowns of the problem are {u, p, 52,). 
In this paper the existence of a local (in time) solution of (0.1) periodic 
in x, for all .x2, x3 and periodic in x, , x2 over the ocean floor is established 
using the method of successive approximations and the Lagrangian coor- 
dinates as introduced by Solonnikov [7]. The initial domain 52 is assumed 
to satisfy certain conditions stated in Section 1. Clearly the solutions can- 
not be expected to be periodic in both x,, x2 over the continental shelf. 
The two-dimensional problem of water waves has been the subject of 
extensive investigations by Friedrichs [ 11, Levi-Civita [4], Lewy [S], 
Isaacson [2], Stoker [S], and others using the theory of functions of a 
complex variable. In the cited works the fluid is assumed to be irrotational 
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over an irzfi’nite!)~ sloping bottom and tlw qudrutic tc’m arising from the 
Bernoulli equation and the kinematic surface condition is droppd. The 
solutions are time periodic, a feature which is out of reach of this paper. 
The notations, the main result as well as a detailed outline of the paper 
are given in Section I. 
I 
Let G be a subset of R’ and Hk be the Sobolev space 
Hk = {u: D”u in L’(G), Ic(/ <k} 
It is a Hilbert space with the norm 
and the usual inner product. It follows from the Sobolev embedding 
theorem that HZ is an algebra with respect to pointwise multiplication and 
H’c L”(G). 
L2(0, T; H”) is the set of equivalence classes of functions u(., t) from 
(0, T) to H” which are L’-integrable. 
It is a Hilbert space with the norm 
and the usual inner product. 
L’(0, T; Hk) is similarly defined with the obvious modification. 
We shall now introduce the Lagrangian coordinates. Let (5, t) be the 
position of a particle located at t at the point .Y in Q, was at t = 0, be the 
Lagrangian coordinates. The Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates are 
related by 
.x=5+ ‘“(i”,S)ds=X(5,t), s (1.1) 0 
where ~(5, t) is the velocity of the particle located at t = 0 at the point t in 
Q = Q,. The Jacobian of the transformation is 
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and set .4(u) = U -’ when it exists. It is known that for o in 
L”(0, T; H3(R)), det[ U(& t)] #O for small t > 0. The restriction on t may 
be expressed by 
IT+ Tli2) II~I~~,~,~;H~w~~ <6 -=c $. 
With u satisfying (1.2) an elementary computation gives: 
Occ, GdetCU(5, t)] dc, for all (5, t) in Q x (0, T). 
The following result is essentially as in Solonnikov [7]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let v he a vectorTfunction satisfying (1.2). Then: 
(1 ) III- Ull HQQ) + III- A(u)ll Hqn) d ct,qo,,:H’(n))~ 
(2) d c 114.2 t)ll /@(RI. 
HZ(~) 
c is independent qf 6, t, v. 
In terms of Lagrangian coordinates the problem (0.1) may be rewritten 
as 
;+a(ll)V<q=g, A(u)Vi;.v=O in Q x (0, T), 
, 
4=po on f x (0, T), 145~0) = ~~(5) in Q, (1.3) 
u.v=O on (f,,uT,,)x(O, T). 
Now, we shall make some assumptions on the initial domain Q. Let 






(0, I)> w2 
0 < d,,(t2) for 0 < t2 < 1 and ds(t2) = 0 for 1 6 t2 < co, 
f$(t2)- 1 for 1 <t2< cc, 
0 < #,(52) < 4(52), 
b(O) = 1 = 4 l), b.,(O) = 1, 4.,( 1) = 0. 
be the angle made by the curves t3 = q3,(tr) and t3 =4(t2) at 
that made by c3 = #>(t2) with the line t2 = 1 at (1 -, 0) and 
finally by o3 the one made by c3 = &12) with the line t2 = 1 at (l-, 1). 
ASSUMPTION (7). We shall assume throughout the paper that 
o<w,, o,2 6’ 
o<w,<;. 
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The initial domain Q is the set 
I-i?={<: -~<~,<X,O<,r*<X,O<~,(5*)<~7<~(4,)~. 
The boundary dQ = ru I‘, u I ;, consists of 
(1) the continential shelf: 
r,={ir:-cX:<5,<~,0d~z~1,~3=~,(Cr2)), 
(2) the ocean floor 
I-h’{& -m<(,<a, 1<5r<~,53=0), 
and 
(3) the free surface 
l-=(5: -~<~,<co,r~=d(5*),0~5*<~}. 
We shall be working with the following basic domains: 
Q’=Qn {(:O<r’,, (*< l}, 
Q’=Qn {<:0-c<,< 1,l <t2<2}, 
and G = Q’ u Q* u y where 7’ = cl(Q’) n cl(Q’). 
Let fl: be the completion of the set of all C “(cl Q’)-functions, periodic 
in 5, with period 1 with respect to the Hk(Q’)-norm and SF: be that of all 
C”(c1 a*)-functions periodic in <, , lr with period 1 in the Hk(Q2)-norm. 
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Sz he as above and suppose that Assumption (I) is 
verified. Let v0 be a vector-function in H’(G) n (2: x Z:) with V. v0 = 0 in 
Q, vO. v = 0 on r, v rh. Then there exists: 
(i) a nonempty interval (0, T,), 
(ii) a solution iv, 4) in L”(0, T,; H’(G) n (Z: x J’?:)) x 
L’(0, T, ; H*(G) n (XT x Xz)), solution of (1.3). 
Moreover A(v)Vq is in L’(0, T,; H3(Q’) x H3(Q2)) and 
{4x, t) = 4(X- ‘(A t), t), P(X> t) = q(X- ‘b, t)> t)> G, = X,(G)) 
is a solution of (0, 1). 
Now, we shall give a detailed outline of the paper. 
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Step 1. In Section 2 we consider the simple initial-value problem: 
V.u=h in Gx(0, T); 4t, 0) = uo(t) in G 
u. v = 0 on (r,, u r,) x (0, T), q=O on Tx(0, T). 
A transmission-type problem (with a twist which makes it easier than the 
ordinary one) for q is studied using results of Kondratiev [3] and of 
Mazya and Plamenevski [6]. Assumptions on the angles o, are crucial for 
the proof. 
Step 2. Let MI be a vector function with 
(T+ P2) llwll LC(O,T):HZ(G.)n(.X.:x.~:))~ -a<$. 
In Section 3 we study the linearized problem (1.3), namely, 
;+A(w)Vq= g, A(w)V.v=O in sZx(0, T), 
q=po on fx(O, T), u. v = 0 on (r, u r,) x (0, T), (1.5) 
~(5, O)=uo(t) in Q. 
Step 3. The condition on w of Section 3 is a strong one and would 
not allow us to study the nonlinear problem (1.3). In Section 4, an a 
priori estimate for the solution of (1.5) is established with w in 
L”(0, T); H2(G) A (2: x Xz)) and only 
Step 4. Then using a priori estimate and continuation we show the 
existence of a solution of (1.5) with w in L”(0, F, H’(G) n (&?T x Z:)) 
satisfying (1.6). It is proved in Section 5. 
Step 5. Using the method of successive approximations and the results 
of Section 5 we carry out the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 6. 
It is Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we shall establish the existence 
of a solution {v, q} periodic in ri for 0 < t2 < 1 and in both 4,) tZ for 
1 < ?j2 < 2 with period 1 of the problem, 
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;+vq=F, V.v=h in Gx(0, T), r( [, 0) = I:,)( ( ) in G. 
q=O on (Tucl(G))x (0, T), t’.v=O on{(/‘,u~,)uclGj x(0, T). 
(2.1 1 
The main result of the section is 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Q and G be as in Theorem 1. I and let (F. H, u(,} hc in 
L’(O, T; H’(G)n (2; xc%;)) x L’(O. T; H’(G) n (2; x X;)) 
x{H’(G)n(X”:xX”:)}. 
Suppose further that: 
(1) ah/& is in L2(0, T; H’(G)n (2; x Xi)), 
(2) V.v,=h(&O) in G, u,.v=O on (f,,uT,)uclG. 
Then there exists {v, q} in L”(0, T; H’(G) n (Xf x &‘z)) x L2(0, 7 
H2( G) n (X”f x Xi)), solution qf‘ (2.1). 
Moreover: 
+ lIql/L~(o.r;H~(r;,nr.R:x.n:,,6C II~llL~~o,l:H’~G.)n(JY:x g;,, 
i 
+ ilahiattiL~(o,,;Hl,G.,n(l:x ;,,+ ii~oliHl~G~+ i iI~oll,; . 
,=I I 
C is independent sf t. 
First, we consider the elliptic problem 
Aq=f inQ’, 4(4,> (2, l)=O, bq(5, > r2,01 =x(5,7 r21 
(2.2) 
D”q periodic in c,, i2 with period 1 for /al d 3. 
We have 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {h x} b e in 3; x Xi(R), then there exists a unique q in 
Xz, solution of (2.2) with 
R is the square {(t,, t,):O<<, < 1, 1 <t2<2}. 
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ProoJ (1) Let I,!I be a C,“(R)-function, 0 6 1,5 < 1 with $ = 1 for 
1531 G 314. 
Set p = q - r3 $x, then (2.2) becomes 
Ap=f-t,xA$=F inn, P(t,,t*? 1)=o=D,P(5,,52,0), 
(2.3 j 
D”p periodic in <,, <, with period 1 for Ial 6 3. 
For any E > 0 there exists a unique pI: in V such that 
4 PC, d) + (VP,, Vd) = (F, 9) (2.4) 
for all 4 in V= { 4: 4 in *“:,&tl, t2, l)=O). 
We have 
E II PA* + llV~cll* d IIFII II PA. (2.5) 
(2) Let kfO and djkpi:=(~E(.,5,+k,5~)-~E(.,~j)5~)}lk forj=1,2. 
Since pc is periodic in 5,) rz with period 1, djk pE is also in V and from (2.4) 
we obtain 
Hence: 
4IDj~cll~+ IIV(D~P~)II~GC~ llFll*; j= 1, 2. (2.6) 
c1 is independent of E. 
Taking into account (2.5), (2.6) we get from (2.4), 
-D:pi:=F-EP,+D:P,+D:P~> &~,(t,,t2,0)=0. 
Thus, I/ 0: p,J = c 1) FII. Since 
D3n(C)=ji’D?p,(t,, t2.s)ds={:’ (EP,-DD:~,-D:P~-F} ds, 0 
we get IID,pcll GcllFII. But ~~=jf~&pA<~, t2, ~1 ds. So 
II P,II.~; 6 clIFll> 
where the different c are all independent of E. 
(3) We have 
A(D,p,) = -D,F+ ED~P~ in Q2, 
Dj Pct.3 1) = 0 = DX CD, P,(., 011, c=3) 
D, pI: periodic in tl, c2, with period 1 for j = 1, 2. 
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An argument as above gives 
II P, II w I d (‘IIFII x ;. 
Repeating one more and we obtain 
IIPJ H? 6 4lFl! Hi, 
c is independent of E. Let E --+ 0, we get the stated result. 
Now, we consider the elliptic boundary problem: 
Aq, =.f in G?’ q, =0 on I’, qI =q2 on ‘r’, 
a (2.9) 
zivl=xl on r,, D”q, periodi on <, with period 1 for Ial d 3. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Q br as in Theorem 1.1 and q, be the solution oj 
(2.2) given by Lemma2.1. Let {f, x,} be in Z:X%‘~~~(~,), then there 
exists a unique q, in X:, solution of’ (2.9). Moreover l/q, Il,x: d 
ctllfll.n;+ IIXIIl.n~+r,)+ ll42ll.x;I~ 
Proof (1) Using a partition of unity for Q’, splitting the region in 
three each one having either part of l-u 11, l-u I-,, or r,, u y as one of the 
boundary we obtain by applying Lemma 2.1 of [9] the existence of u in 
H4(Q’) with u = 0 on r, u = q2 on y and au/& = x, on I-,. Moreover, 
ll~llnfb~{lI~2llK~+IIXllIX~~,l,)}. 
Set q=q, --u and (2.9) becomes 
Aq=,f-Au=F in SL’, q=O 0nTuy 
g=O on r,y, 
(2.10) 
D”q periodic in <, with period 1 for IaI d3. 
Clearly there exists qc in I/ such that 
dqs, 0) + (Vq,, Vd) = (6 d) (2.11) 
for all fj in V= (4: fj in &?;, @=O on ruy}. 
Let k#O and d,q,= {q8(5, +k;)-q,(5,;)}/k. Since qE is in X”:, d,q, 
is also in 2:) d,q, is also in Hi and in fact in V. Thus, 
~lMqJ*+ ll~~~~cjr,~l12d~ll~,~II IMq~ll. (2.12) 
A proof as in that of Lemma 2.1 gives 
4lq,ll +Whqh~~ <c{ IIFII + lID,FII 1. (2.13) 
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(2.14) 
where the different c are independent of E. 
(2) We rewrite (2.10) as 
-d,q,:(., t,)=F-~q,:+Dfq, in Q,, qE(., t,)=O on 0, 
ah 
(2.15) 
av = 0 on r,, for almost all in (0, 1). 
A2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian and 
We have the interior estimate 
lI4A’, S,)IIHiccn,,6C{IIF(., S,)IILqn,,+41qE(., tAllL%2,) 
+ IID:qc(.? SJILQJ. (2.16) 
Let N, be a neighborhood of l-n y. Since the angle w3 made by 
r, = &t2) with the line r2 = 1 is less than 7t, it follows from Kondratiev [l] 
that 
lh,(~? 5 I III H~(R,nN~)6C{II~(~> 5:I)lIL*(a,)++L(~? SI)IIL*(n,, 
+ IIeqJ.9 5,)llL%2”)~. (2.17) 
Now, we consider the estimates in the neighborhoods Nj of fn f, and 
7 n r,;,j = 1,2. We map N, n 8’ into a sector D,, with angle o1 (vertex at 
0). Denote by Vi the weighted Sobolev space 
yxRJ = (0: PPP k + ‘“‘0; in L2(D,,,), I aI 6 k}. (2.18) 
p is the distance from ‘1 in II,,,, to the origin. 
We apply Theorem 6.1 of Mazya and Plamenevski [6] and since 
O<w, ~7~12 we get with k=p=O, 
l/4,(., 4)llV~(D,,,,“BR)~C(II~(., 5,)llLq0,)+aL(~~ SI)lIL*(a,, 
+ IIGSA.? rJIL+2+)). 
B, denotes {(v2, v13): Iv21 + Iv31 G RI. Thus, 
IIqA., 5,)lIH2rnlnNI)~C{ll~(‘(.r tl)llLqc2#,+~114A~~ 51)IlL%2,) 
+ llqqA.7 5,)llL+?*)L 
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Similarly, for llu,(., 4, Ill jjw I, ,\?I’ 
Taking (2.16))(2.19) into account we obtain 
//4L// Yi; d L’IIFII. 
(3) We now have 
&(D,qJ-d(D1qc)=D,F in Q’, D,qf=O on TV;‘, 
(2.20) 
As above we get 
IID~q,:ll.,~~Cll~,~ll and IID:q,ll,,; 6 CllD:FII. (2.21) 
Then we obtain 
-d,q,,=F-&q,+D:q,=h,, in Sz,, q,,=O on Tuy, 
a 
(2.22) 
c7v q,: = 0 on r, for almost all 5, in (0, t). 
d, is the two-dimensional Laplacian and A,(., t,) is in H2(52, ). By a stan- 
dard interior regularity theorem we get 
IIY,:(~> 5,)IIH~“,(a,,6CIlh,(., 51)/l,f%?#). (2.23) 
Since 0 < w? < n/3, Kondratiev’s result [3] gives 
IISA., 5,~ll~~~U,n/V,)~~ll~,~~~ Sl)llHQ2,,. (2.24) 
Now, we consider in the neighborhoods N,, N, and as before, map N, 
Q # into a sector D,,, . Let [(t2, 13) be a C;(N’,)-function with [ = 1 on N, 
and N, N’,. Then jh,: becomes h^,(qZ, ylx, t,) in the new coordinates and h^, 
is zero for (n/ >, R. Moreover, h,: is in H’(D,,,,). 
For any 1 > p > 0, we have 
By Lemma 4.9 of Kondratiev [3 3, it follows that 
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C, is independent of E, p and t1 (cf. [3, pp. 263,273). 
Since 0 < w, < 746, we may apply a result of Mazya and 
Plamenevski [6] and get 
Thus, in view of the definition of the space V:(I),,,,), 
IlqA., C,)lliq;,,,+~F<o, p”ID4q,L ~,)l’d~dC,lIW, 5J;qa,,. 
Since 11qfjl H+D,,, d M and llp”‘*D4q,plI L~(,,,,,J d M with M independent of 
p, we obtain by letting p + 0, 
IlS,(.> 5,~ll~4,~,,,,,~~2ll~,,~~~ L)lliqR,). 
Hence, 
IlS,(~, 5A&4,“R#)~ C,IlkA., 5,)112H2(n,). (2.25) 
A similar estimate holds for N2 n Q, . Combining (2.20)(2.25) we get 
where C is independent of E. 
Let E -+ 0 and the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) Let fi, x, be the restriction to r;;zi of 
V. F - (ah/at) and of F. v, respectively. 
With the hypotheses of the theorem, f, is in L*(O, T; 2;). Let ql, q2 be 
the solution of (2.9) and of (2.2) respectively, given by Lemmas 2.1 and 
2.2. Set 
u,(t, 1) = ~(5) + j; {F(5, s) -Vq,(t, s)} ds 
for 5 in Q’; j= 1, 2. Then 
dUi 
at + Vqi = Fy V.v,=h in @x(0, T); u,({, 0) = ~~(5) in QJ, 
uj.v=O on XYn {rsurh}, q,=O on amd-. 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain 
(2) Let r(t, t)=a,(t, t) on cl(R’)x (0, T) and ~$4, f)= rz(<, t) on 
R’ x (0, T). Similarly for q. 
Now. we show that {t>, q} is in L’(0. T; H’(G)) x L’(0, T; H’(G)) and 
satisfies (2. I ). 
By construction q,([,, 1, c3)=q2(<, 1, t3) on ;’ and hence q is in 
L*(O, T; H’(G)). It remains to show that D2q, = D2 qz on 7. With q as 
above, we have 
dq=V.F-g in G, q=O onf, ~=F.v on T,,uf,, 
?V 
q periodic in tl with period 1. 
Since Dfq is in f,‘(G), the problem may be rewritten as 
_( 
d,q=V.F-$-DfqinQ,, q(t,;)=O on C 
for almost all 5, in (0, 1). 
By a result of Mazya and Plamenevski [6] we obtain 
where B, = {(t2, t3): It21 + Is’,1 < ~1. 
Therefore D2q,(irl, 1,irj)=D2q2(tI, 1,53) on ;’ and q is in 
L’(O, T; H”(G)). 
(3) We have 
uj({, t)=uo(S)+ji {F-Vq,} as on Q’; j= 1, 2. 
Since u0 is in H’(G) and Vq, = Vq2 on y, it is clear that u, = u2 on y. Hence 
u is in L”(0, T; H’(G)). 
The estimates of the theorem follow from those of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
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3 
It is Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.1, and we consider a linearized ver- 
sion of (1.3). Let w be an arbitrary vector function in L”(0, T, H2(G)) n 
(2: x A?:)) and suppose that 
(T+ T”2)IIWIlL~(0,T,.X;I)~~<a; ,j = 1, 2. 
Consider the problem 
g+a(n,)vq=g, A(w)V.o=O in Qx (0, T), 
q=O on fx(0, T), u. v = 0 on (f, u r,) x (0, T), 
~(4, 0) = uo(<) in Sz. 
The main result of the section is the following theorem. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied 
and let w he a vector-function satisfying (3.1). Then there exists {u, q} in 
t3i(F, c H’(G) n (2’: x A?:)) x L’(O, T; H’(G) n (X7 x X:)), solution of 
We use the method of successive approximations and study the system 
~+vqk=g+~z-~(w),vqk~‘=Fi, V.vk= [l -A(w)]Vuk--‘=hk, 
uk.v=O on (r,suT,)x(O, T), qk=O on Tx(0, T), (3.3) 
uk((, 0) = uo(<) in Q; k = 1, 2,... . 
LEMMA 3.1. Let w be as in Theorem 3.1 and q be a scalar functions in 
L”(0, T; H’(G) n (2’: x 2;)). Then [I- A(w)] Vq is in L’(O, T; H’(G) n 
(2; x x:)). 
Pro?jY Let wq be the restriction of w and of q to Qj. Then w, = w2, 
D,w, = D,w, on y and q, =q2, D,q, = D2q2 on y. 
Since w, is in L”(0, T; X;), det[U(w,)] is in L”(0, T; H’(Qj)) and 
hence in L”(0, T; H’(y)). 
(1) We now show that det[U(w,)]=det[U(w,)] on y. Consider a 
typical term of det[ U( w,)], namely, 
ab(t,t)=6k,+ ‘Lw.,(:,.r)& 
s 0 atk 
1 <k, n<3. 
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Clearly a;,Jr, t) is in C(0, T; C(y)). Since 
w,(ir, 1, ir3)=M..*(i;,, 1, t3), D?u.,(<,, 1, t3)= D2w2(5,, 1, i’) on ; 
we get 
det[U(w,)] =det[I/(M’J] on I’. , 
(2) Using the formula for the inverse of a matrix, we obtain 




V9’ = v92 on y. 
A(w, 1 v9, = A(w2) VY2 on *J. 
[I- A(w)]Vq belongs to L2(0, T; H’(G) n (2; x $9:)). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let w he as in Theorem 3.1 and v, dvlat he in 
L’(O, T; H’(G) n (Xuj7 x Xi)). Then (a/at)[(Z- A(w)V. v] is in L’(O, T; 
L’(G) n (2”: x 2”:)). 
Proqf: We have with vI, M”; being the restriction of v, w to sZ/ 
Applying Lemma 1.1 we get (d/c?t)[(Z- A(w,))V. u,] in L’(O, T; H’(D)). 
Since A(wj) and (a/at) A(w,) are in L2(0, T, &?f), the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfies and 
let go be in H’(G) n (A?‘: x 2:). Then for each k there exists {vk, qk j in 
L”(0, T; H’(G) n (XT x X’z)) x L’(O, T; H’(G) n (18’; x &)), solution of 
(3.3). Moreover, 
Ej(vk, qk; t) 
d C{ g + l/v”ll H’(W) + (t + t”2) IIWII LzC0,,.H4CD~,,Ej(vk~ ‘, qkmm ‘; t)}, 
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where Ej(vk, qk; t) is the expression 
v,“, qf are the restrictions of vk, qk to sZJ. C is independent of k, t, 6 and w. 
Proof: The existence of (vk, qk}, solution of (3.3) with the properties 
stated in the lemma follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. It 
remains to establish the estimates. 
Applying Lemma 1.1 we have 
and 
6 ct II 41 
ffqnq H’(nq 
Therefore, 
~C{g+(t+t”2)11Wll Lr(0,,;ff4(R,,)Ej(vk- I, qkY t)}. 
Applying Theorem 2.1 and we obtain the estimate of the lemma. 
Proqf of Theorem 3.1. Let {vk, qk} be as in Lemma 3.3 and set 
vk=Vk-vk-‘, Qk=qk-qk% k= 1, 2,.... 
From the estimates of Lemma 3.3 we obtain 
E,( Vk, Qk;t) 6 c(t+ tl”) IlWII.~~o,,;H4~a,)~Ej( Vkp ‘, Qkp’; t). 
< C6Ej( vk- ‘, Qk-‘; t)< 1/2Ej(VkP’, Qk-‘; t). 
Thus, 
kz, E,( Vk, Q”; t) < ~0. 
Therefore: (uk, auk/at, qk} + {u, au/at, q) in 
~“(0, r; 2”: x IF;) x L’(O, T; 3’; x 2:) x L2(0, T; 2: x Z:, 
as k++co. 
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Since 0: = vh 2, 4:=q:, and Dzqi = Drqi on ;‘, it follows that: 11, = 1’. 
q, =q,, and D,q, =D2q2 on 7. Therefore (0, qj is in L’(0. T; H’(G))x 
L2(0, T; H’(G)) and obviously it is a solution if (3.2). 
4 
Condition (3.1) on w is too stringent for a possible use in the study of the 
nonlinear problem (1.3). In this section we shall establish an a priori 
estimate and then prove the existence of a solution of (3.2) with M’ in 
L”(0, T; H2(G) n (2: x 2;)) and verifying 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Q, ug he as in Theorem 1.1 and M‘ he in 
L”(0, T; H’(G) n (2: x Xi)) and satisfying (4.1). Suppose that there exists 
iv> 41 in L”(0, T; H’(G) n (Xf x fl;)) x L2(0, T; H’(G) A (2: x X;‘)), 
solution qf (3.2). Then: 
u, 3 M’, are the restrictions qf u, w to Ql. 
(2) llq,llL~ro.r; x ,+ IIA(w,) ~~,l/L~(o.r: x;, 
d(g+ l/uoll ,;)exC2ctE(w,; t)l,,for.j= 1,2. 
Proqj: Before proceeding with the proof let us not that we estimate c’,, 
qj in terms of the norms of u’, in H3(Q/). However, we have results only for 
q, in L’(O, T, H2(QJ)) and not in L2(0, T; H4(Q’)) but A(w,)Vq, can be 
estimated in L’(O, T; H3(f2’)) by uyj in L”(0, T, H3(Qi)). 
(1) From (3.2) we have 
A(w2)V{A(w2)Vq2} +. u2=,f2 in R2, q2=0 on r, 
A(w,)Vq, v = 0 on I-,,, DG2 periodic in 5,) t2 with period 1 for 1~11 < 3. 
Let x=t+J; w,([, s) ds = X,(5, t). With M’~ satisfying (4.1), XT ’ exists 
and A ( w2) is defined. 
Set 
4x, f) = h(5, t), P(-% f)= sA4, f), 
F(x, 2) =.f;(& t), n; = X2(Q2). 
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In Eulerian coordinates the problem (4.2) may be rewritten as 
Ap=F inQ;7, p=O on f,, g=O on rb, 
0; periodic in x1, x2 with period 1 for 1~11 < 3. 
(4.3) 
Since u’* is given, Qf is a fixed domain for each t and by Lemma 2.1, we 
have 
(4.4) 
(2) Now, we shall estimate AVq,. Clearly AVq, = Vxp(x, t) and thus, 
IWq*lI LQ2;, G c IIV, PC.7 [Ill L’(q) 6 CIIV, P((., t)lI LqQ;), 
where c=(det U))‘/*; O<c,<det U<c,. 
We have Vg{ AVq,} = UV(Vrp). So 
IlV{ AVq, 1 II LZ(Q2) d C{ 1 + r llw211 L~(O,t;HJ(d)J IIV, pt.9 t)lI H’(Qf) 
by applying Lemma 1 .l. A simple computation gives: 
D:Wqd = ~‘D~,(V.,P) + 3uV,(U) D:(V,p) + D; U. D.&p). 
From the Sobolev imbedding theorem we know that H2(Q2) c L”(Q*) 
and H’(D*) c L4(Q2). Applying Lemma 1.1 we obtain 
IID: iAVq2 > II Lqn2) 
Hence, 
6 C{ 1 + ~lIW211L~(“,r:H3~02))}3 IlV.YP(., wf3(c2:) 
+ Ci 1 + t llw2ll LYO,~:HW,)~ IIV, W~~wq IlD’,F, ~)IlLqa;,. 
+ llD;ull LW*) lID.(V, PIII L~R;). 
dCl(l +~Il~211L~(~.,:~3(R~,)~3V~PP(~~ mf’(n~). 
IIAVq*llHw)~C~1 +tlIW*llL”(0,,;H3~a2))}3 IlV,p(., flh(f$). (4.5) 
The different C are all independent of t, 6 and w. 
(3) Since V,q,= uV,p and V(V,q,)=V,U.V,p+ U2V,p) we have 
IIV,q2 II H’(d) d C{ 1 + f II~*ll L”(O,,;H$22))}* II PC., t)ll HZ(i2j). (4.6) 
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(4) Now, we consider F(x, t) =,f;(t, t) = (ZA/dt)V. ul. We have 
V,F(x, t) = AV:((aA/dt)V. c>}. Thus, 
where 0 < c, 6 det U 6 c> d C’. 
Applying Lemma 1.1 and we obtain 
lIF(.> t)h(n:, 
d Cll%(~> [Ill H’(d){1 + tII~~~2llL~(0,r:H~(R~)I~ lM.7 t)IIHwv 
NOW, V,(V.,F) = AV,[AV,{(aA/at)V. II,}]. Therefore, 
ll&(V,F)lI~w:, 
d CII~2(.> t)ll f/3@){1 + tll~‘2IIL’(O.,,H)(RZ~,}? IlV,(~, t)llHw,~ 
Hence, 
lIF(., f)ll ~a:) 
6 q 1 + t llwzll L~(o,r;H’u22)) >‘llw,(., t)ll Hqn’) IlV,(~? t)ll/@(n2). (4.7) 
From (4.4)-(4.7) we deduce that 
/142(‘, t)ll Hqcp) + IIAV92(.? [Ill Hqa’) 
< CllW,(~, t)ll ,+@)i I’+ t II~~IIL~~0,r;H’(R~~~~5 
x Ilo,(., t)ll H’(cg). 
C is independent of t, 6, and w. 
(5) Since 
V2(5> t) = vo(5) + j; c g - AVq2) ds 
we get using (4.8), 
Ilv*(.t t)ll H3(R2) 6 llvoll HQ2 + gt + C ) s ’ E(w,; 3) IIU., ~)IlHqnq ds. 0 
E(w *; S) is the expression of the theorem. 
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The Gronwall lemma gives 
(4.9) 
Using (4.9) in (4.8) and we obtain 
II4211 Lqo,r:/f*(Q*)) + lWq2ll L2(o,f:ff%22)) 
6 (st + lld H3cn2J expCkfE(w ; [)I. (4.10) 
(6) In exactly the same way, using the estimate of Lemma 2.2 instead of 
that of Lemma 2.1, we obtain similar estimates for u, and for AVq,. The 
theorem is proved. 
Remark. To get an estimate for uj in terms of IIw~II~“(~,~:~‘(~,)), we con- 
sider AVq, inL2(0, t; H’(Qj) and not Vq, in L2(0, t; H3(Qi)). 
In taking Ds { AVq,} and expressing in terms of V,p we only had to dif- 
ferentiate U twice. On the other hand an estimate for Di(Vqj) gives rise to 
difficulty as we have terms of the form D: U. It is a crucial observation and 
makes subsequent proofs possible. 
We now establish the existence of a solution of (4.2) under weaker con- 
ditions on u’. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Sz, vo, w he as in Theorem 4.1. Then there exists 
{ 4 9) in L”(0, T, N’(G) n (2: x Z’;)) x L*(O, T; H’(G) n (2; x S”:)), 
solution of (4.2). Moreover, 
lIu,( , t)ll H3(ni) G (st + Iboll H~(RjJ expCcWwi; t)l, O<t<T, 
Ilqjll Lz(0.t,H2(C2/)) + llAvSjll L2(0,f:H3(RJ)) 
G (8 + II yell H~QI)) exPC2CNwj, t)l; j= 1, 2. 
E is as in Theorem 4.1. 
ProoJ It is clear that there exists T, > 0 such that 
(T, + Tt”, II4 L=(o,T;H~(Q~) --. a<$. 
By Theorem 3.1 there exists a solution {u, q} of (4.2) in (0, T,). 
Now, we shall continue the solution beyond T1. 
(1) Let r=[+JT ’ 45, s) ds = X1(5, T,), w(q, t) = ~(5, t + T,); t B 0 
and Q, =X’(Q). Problem (4.2) becomes 
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g+‘4(w)vyq=g, u(M’)V~.P=O in Q, x(0, l), 
q=O on T,x(O,t), c.v=O on (r,,uT,)x(O,r), (4.1 I ) 
u(bO)=45, T,) in Q,. 
The apply Theorem 3.1 we need an estimate on it’. We have 
Yp+L t)=AC”(r, f+ T,)lVgM’(r, I+ T,); 
dq = det{ U[w(., t + T,)] } &. 
Applying Lemma 1.1, we obtain 
lIW(.> f)ll Lqa;) d C Ilw(.> t + T, )I1 L~RJ)> 
IlYpt? [Ill Hqa;,d C{l + (T, + ~)II~II,~~~.~:~~~sLI~~~~II~(.~ T, + t)ll~4m. 
Hence, there exists T, > 0 such that 
(T,+ T:‘2)Ilwll.~~,.r.~;~4~nj~, 
G C(T,+ T:‘2)i1 + Tll~ll~~,o,~.~4~n,,,)4 ~/u’IIL~,T.H~~~~ 
<s<+. (4.12) 
It follows then from Theorem 3.1 that there exists {q q}, solutions of 
(4.11) with u, q in the appropriate spaces. 
(2) Set <=q+jpw (q, s) ds = X2(1, Tz), Q, = X2(Q, ), 
w(i, f) = w(v, t + Tz) = 45, t + T, + T,), 
u(i, t) = u(rl> t + T,); t 3 0. 
We consider 
;“+A(w)Vq=g, A(w)V.v=O in Q,x(O, t), 
q = 0 on Tz x (0, t), u.v=O on (f,,uT,)x(O,t): 
u(i, 0) = 4% T2) = u(L T, + T,) in Q2. 
u, q periodic in [, with period 1 and are periodic in both [, , cz for 
i,~l+S,T’w2(5,,1,5~;~+T,)ds. 
A simple computation as above gives 
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with the same T, as in (4.12). An application of Theorem 3.1 yields the 
existence of {u, q}. 
Since (0, T) is a finite interval after a finite number of steps we get the 
solution on all of (0, T). 
The estimate of the theorem now is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 4.1. 
5 
We shall consider in this section the linearized problem (1.3) with the 
minimum hypotheses on w. It is Step 4 of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Q, v0 be as in Theorem 1.1 and w be in 
L”(0, T;H’(G)n(X~xX~)) with w.v=O on r,ur,and 
(T+ T1’2) IlwQII /a=(o,T:t,qw)) G 6 < $; j= 1, 2. 
Then there exists {u, q} in L”(0, T;H’(G)n(Z; x 2;)) x L2(0, T;H2(G)n 
(2: x SF:)), solution of (3.2). Moreouer A(w)Vq is in L’(O, T, 2”: x 2:) 
and 
IIu(., tlllHqQl) d (gt+ IIu~II~~~~~J expCctE(w,; t)l, 
lIclll L2(o,f;H*(a~)) + IIA(wFqll Lqo, r;H’(nq) 6 ( gt + II UOII ff+i?q) 
x exp[2ctE(w,; t)]. 
E is as in Theorem 4.1 and wi is the restriction of w to &I’. We shall prove 
Theorem 5.1 
LEMMA 5.1. Let w be as in Theorem 5.1, then there exists w, in 
L”(0, T;H2(G)n(Z’~xZ’~))w;v=0 on TSur,, such that w,-+w in 
L”(0, T; H’(G) n (2; x 2:)) as E + 0. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 using Lemma 5.1. From Lemma 5.1 we have w, in 
L”(0, T; H’(G) n (2: -Y?;)) such that w, -+ w in L”(0, T, H’(G) n 
(XT x 2:)). Therefore, 
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that there exists a solution {vE, qE} of (3.2) 
with w replaced by w,. The solutions as in L”(0, T; H’(G) n (2: x 2:)) x 
; x .# 1). 
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L2(0, T; H’(G)n (.#: x I?:)) and A(~.,)vq, belongs to L’(O, T; ;/r 
From Theorem 4.2 we get 
lI~,.I/L’(o.T..x,)~ K 3 < ( T+ Il~d n?;) expCctE(w,,; 731 
6 (gT + J/uoJJ .n;) exp[cTE(w,; T)] d M. 
Similarly 
IIYEIIL*(O,T;.~;) + llA(~~~,)Vq,ll.2,,,,-;,:, 
d (gT+ ll~oll.rv;) expPWwk; T)l d M2. 






L.qo, T: K ;, 
The different constants M are all independent of E. 
It follows from the weak compactness of the unit ball in a reflexive 
Banach space and from Aubin’s theorem that (by taking subsequences); 
v, -+ v in L2(0, T; XC;:), 
weakly in 
L2(0, T; 2’:) x L2(0, T; 2;) x L’(0, T, H’(Q’)) as E + 0. 
Moreover, v, + v in the weak*-topology of Y-(0, T; H’(G) n (2: x A?;)) 
with 
IIuII~~~~.~;.~;, d (gT+ ll~~ll.~;) expCcTE(wi; 01. 
Furthermore 
11411 LZ(o,T;JY;)+ II‘+4wlL~(O,T;:;:) 
G (gT+ llvollx~) expC2cTECwj; 01. 
Since vii:= v2E, qlE =q2c and Vq,C=Vq2, on y we get vr = v2, q, = q2, 
Vq, =Vq, on y. Hence, {v, q} is in L”(0, T; H’(G)) x L*(O, T; H’(G)). 
The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. (1) Let wj be the restriction of w to QJ. Since &a, 
is in 2: there exists IV,” in %i such that w; -+ wj in %‘j and w;. v = 0 on r,, , 
w;.v=O on r,. 
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Consider the elliptic boundary problem 
w”.-&Awn =w” 2,. 2s 2 in Q2; %,(5,> 523 0) = w’;(5,, 52,0), 
w’;AC,, (27 l)=w;(r*> r2, 1); wzE periodic in 5,, t2 with period 1. 
(5.1) 
A proof as in that of Lemma 2.1 gives 
ll~~;,-~;ll~:6~~II~;II.~y.:~ II $E - W;IIJr;+k d cllw;IIJT;+~, 
with O<k<l. 
C is independent of both E and n. 
(2) Consider the problem 
W;E - E~W” = w; in a’, Ic w” = w” I& 2E on Y, 
$ (w?,) = f (w’o on r, wL=G,(51, LO)+w&(tl, ho) on r,, 
w’ic periodic in 4 I with period 1. (5.2) 
On y n r,s, the compatibility condition is verified. 
Splitting Q’ into three regions and using Lemma 2.1 of 
Zajaczkowski [9] we have $: in H4(Q’) such that 
ll/Z = w;,: on Y, -&3=-&) on r, 
9:=w?-w1(5,, l.O)+w;,(t,, LO) on L 
Furthermore, 
ll*~ll H%2’) d K{ II %cll H’/qy) + Ilw’lll Ifw(r) 
+ lI$ - qt.9 1, 0) + wg.7 1, O)ll”7/2(rs)}. 
K is independent of E, n. 
Then (5.2) becomes with II: = WY, - $z, 
upE Au;= WY-$;+E AI+!J; in Q’, v; = 0 on T,y, 
$(uf)=O 
(5.3) 
on r; v; periodic in r,, period 1. 
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It follows from Lemma 2.2 that ~7’;~ is in .Hf with 
Il’t’;, II x; d K(E){ llM’?I/ H’IQ’, + IIGII /f’?I>, 
+ 11 w; - lV;i(., l.o)+w;,(~, l,o)l~,,i+,,;. (5.4) 
K(E) independent of n. 
(3) Let G#=Gn{~:O<~,<1,0<4r<2,0<~3=~(~Z)), where t3= 
x(tz) is a smooth curve joining (1 ‘, 0) to (1 +, 1) and making an angle less 
than n/6 with the line t,= 1. 
Set M”’ = u>‘l,, on R’ y, ~‘1’ = w’;? on Q*, then H’:’ is in H’(G) since ,r;,, = ,r:, 
on y. We have 
w” - fd,*,” = )@‘I 
1. ’ 1. in G”, on I: 
)p = ,*?I i. 2,. on {i;:t3=x(52),0<tI<1), 
u’” = )V” - ,. I w;(t,, 1, O)+ w;,,(<,, 1,O) on r,. 
From 161, it follows that M’;; is in H*( f” ) and M‘; is in 
H*(G)n(&";xX;). 
It remains only to show that M’;~ -+ M’,~: in X’f and L,‘,,. + ,I’, in :X ;7. 
Clearly in view of (5.4), ~37,. + ~1,~: in I?: and 
M‘,! - ulw,,, = w, in Q’, bl’ ,, = w2, on 7, 
; (M.lr)=; (M.,) on r, w,, = w, - M.,(5,, 1,0)+w2,(5,, 1,O) on r,. 
Taking into account our estimate on M’~~, we obtain 
/Iw,~:-w,~I/$z,;.)< lIM:,,.~M’,,,I/H5’,;.)+ /IbV*, -M’*/jHS:(i’) 
6 llu’*I. - 4 &Z,;., d Cr 
since M‘,,: = wZI: and u’, = ,r2 on y. Similarly 
l/W,c-M’,Il/+7Z(y)< IlU.*c-U’*llN72(i,<C. 
Also, 
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Now an easy computation gives wIE -+ w, in 3’: and weakly in &‘f as 
E -+o. 
6 
Now, we shall prove Theorem 1 .l. Consider the system 
Vh 
;+A(vk-l)Vqk=g, A(zP1)V~vk=O in 52x(0, T), 
qli=O on Tx(0, T), vk.v=O on (r,uT,)x(O, T), 
vk((, 0) = vo(t) in R; k= 1, 2 with v”= uo. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. are satisfied. 
Then ,for each k there exist: 
(i) a nonempty interval (0, T,) independent of k, 
(ii) a solution {vk, qk} of (6.1) in L”(0, T,; H’(G)n (Xi x 2;))~ 
L’(O, T,; H2(G) n (2: x X$)) with A(vkP’)Vqk in L’(O, T,; H3(Q1) x 
H3(s2*)). Moreooer, 
llal r, L (O,T,;/f’(G)n(X’;x .X2)) 3 +llqkll L*(0,T*;H2(G)n(~:xXt)) 
+ IIA(ok -‘)Vqkll 2 L (o.r*;H)(n’)xHl(n*))~ CM, 
M independent of k. 
Proqf With v” = uo, it is clear that there exists T> 0 such that 
(T+ T”*)llu”ll~~(o,7.:H~(R,))~~ < $. 
It follows from Theorem 5.1 that there exists {v’, q’} solution of (6.1) and 
I/~‘llLx~o.,~.~;~~ (s+ Ilvoll~;) expCctE(v”; t)l 
with 
l/4’ II Lqo,,;.rln;) + II~~~“~~~‘/l~~(O,r;H~(R~)) 
Q (gt+ ll~oll~;) eqWWu”; t)l 
is as in Theorem 4.1. Moreover, 
I- I 01 - 02, 41 =s:, Vqi =Vqi on y. 
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Hence, 
IIv’I/,.~,~,.~:~~,~(~T+ /I~~~/l K;)ex~C41 +6)‘1 
There exists T, > 0, independent of k such that 
(T, + T~2H~‘IlL~,,,.,*, f-1 
d(T,+T~“)(gT+l/u,ll..:)exp[c6(1+6)5]db<~. (6.2) 
Reapplying Theorem 5.1 with w = V’ and we get {PI, q’}. Since 
l/~2i11.x~o,1;.~y:, d W-t ll~d R;) evCctE(~‘; 01. 
<(gT+ lluoll x~)expCc6(1 +d)‘l, 
we have 
CT,+ T~2)ll~~211~~(~.~,.W:)~S<a. 
T, is as in (6.2). By induction we get the lemma. 
Proof qf’ Theorem 1 .l Let { ul‘, qx } and T, be as in Lemma 6.1. From 
the Eq. (6.1) and the estimates of the lemma we obtain 
M independent of k. 
Let B be the ball 
with M as in Lemma 6.1. By Aubin’s theorem, B is a compact convex sub- 
set of L’(O, T,; L*(Q)). Let ,d be the nonlinear mapping of B into 
L*(O, T,; L2(Q)) defined by 
.d(w)=u 
where {u, 4) is the unique solution of (6.1) given by Theorem 5.1 with 
w=vk ‘, v=vk. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that .c4 maps B into B. From 
the Sobolev imbedding theorem, Aubin’s theorem and the estimates of 
Lemma 6.1 it is not difficult to check that d is completely continuous. 
Hence by Schauder’s fixed point theorem, we have: d(v) = u with v in B. 
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